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year that the book is published as well as the following 2-3

autumn
the season between summer
and winter extending
from the September
equinox to the
December solstice
Autumn: A Spiritual Biography of the Season
by Gary Schmidt and Susan M.
Felch of the English department
here at Calvin with illustrations
by Caldecott Award winner Mary
Azarian.
This book was published in 2004
and is composed of writings by
three dozen nature writers,
poets, essayists, gardeners, and
politicians from across the
centuries and throughout North
America.
Gary and Susan consider Autumn as a time of
change, endings, work, harvest, and Thanksgiving.

years.
For more information go to:
Research HelpHow to FindBook Reviews

What does history tell us?
Found within the America: History and Life
database, CLIO Notes will guide you through
US History.

CLIO Notes allows you to browse chronologies
and hundreds of brief summaries of significant
events and themes in American history.

CLIO Notes provides suggested research topics
and features an easy-to-use search screen that
allows you to search the entire America: History
And Life database for articles, book and media
reviews, and dissertations.

Quiet minds cannot be perplexed or frightened
but go on in fortune or misfortune at their
own private pace, like a clock during a
thunderstorm.

Robert Louis Stevenson

What is that book about?
To find out more about a specific book
read a book review. A book review is an
article which describes and evaluates a book
within a few years of its publication.
Citations and full text links to book reviews are
included in many of the Hekman Library's
Research Databases. We also have print
volumes of Book Review Index. Try starting
your search with:

Published since 1964, this database comprises
over 490,000 bibliographic entries for
periodicals dating back to 1954. Whether you
are searching for information about the Sioux
Indian Ghost Dance or labor movements in
Canada, America: History and Life is a
bibliography that can help them select the most
important sources to consult.
Over 1,700 journal titles are included with
article citations and book/media reviews of
special interest to historians of United States
and Canadian history and related fields. Direct
links to the full text of the articles in Calvin’s
JSTOR collection are provided.

Article First- from 1990 to the present, this database
contains brief records for over 12,000 publications!
Humanities Abstracts- this database covers 1984 to the
present. Choose "book review” under “record type phrase” to
limit your search.
Book Review Index- this is NOT located online but
instead these print volumes from 1965-current can be found on
the index tables in front of the reference collection on second
floor. Reviews are arranged by author’s last name. Check the
AUTUMN MUSING a poem by Marie T. Copp
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Strange poignancy of autumn haze
Upon the distant hills,
Strange draught within the bronzen cup
The autumn sunlight fills,
Strange, strange, the circling charm of life
Alternate stirs and stills.

